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Abstract
LetH"HomeoS be the discrete group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the circle S, and
let G be a subgroup. In this work the Euler Class [e(G)] for discrete G-bundles is studied in order to
determine the range of powers for which [e(G)] vanishes. A new invariant is introduced, the orbit class of G,
as well as an integer associated to it, its holonomy. The "rst vanishing power of the Euler Class results from
the non-vanishing of the holonomy of the orbit class. The highest non-vanishing power of the Euler Class is
a consequence of the vanishing of the holonomy. Applications focus on the Based Mapping Class Groups,
M

. These can be represented as subgroups ofHwhich exhibit a certain degree of transitivity of their actions
depending on their genus g. This leads to a vanishing/non-vanishing result for the powers of the Euler Class
of theM

's. The vanishing theorem and its application toMapping Class Groups: the k-th power of the Euler
Class [e(M

)] is zero for k*g, is described in this article. The non-vanishing theorem will appear in
a sequel.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let H"HomeoS be the discrete group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the
circle S, and let G be a subgroup. In this work we study the Euler class [e(G)] for discrete
G-bundles in order to determine the range of powers for which [e(G)] vanishes. In our approach we
introduce a new invariant, the orbit class of G, and an integer associated to it, its holonomy. The
"rst vanishing power of the Euler class results from the non-vanishing of the holonomy of the orbit
class. The highest non-vanishing power of the Euler class is a consequence of the vanishing of the
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holonomy. In terms of the dynamics of homeomorphisms of the circle this behavior is related to
how transitively and freely G acts on the circle
Our applications focus on the based mapping class groups, M

. These can be represented as
subgroups ofH which exhibit a certain degree of transitivity of their actions depending on their
genus g. This leads to a vanishing/non-vanishing result for the powers of the Euler class of theM

's.
We divide our work into two parts. The vanishing theorem and its application to Mapping Class
Groups: the k-th power of the Euler class [e(M

)] is zero for k*g, will be described in this article.
The non-vanishing result, and its applications: the kth power of the Euler class ofM

maps onto
the integers when k(g, will appear in a sequel. We will also prove there that all powers of the
Euler class are non-vanishing for the group of orientation preserving real analytic di!eomorphisms
of the circle.
The characteristic classes of the M

have been extensively studied by Miller [5], and Morita
[6}8]. In [7]Morita introduces the action ofM

on the circle which we use in the applications. We
recall its construction in Section 1.2. Article [8] by Morita, in which a number of questions
regarding the cohomology of the mapping class groups are raised, provides the motivation for this
paper. Our approach is topological in nature and based on a combinatorial formula for the discrete
Euler class "rst presented in [1]. We give a treatment in Section 3.2 which simpli"es that given in
[1]. In fact, Sections 3 and 4 give an essentially self contained approach to the Euler class and its
powers in the context ofHomeoS acting on points of the circle. Morita pointed out to me that the
vanishing result can also be deduced from the recent work of Looijenga [2].
1.1. Actions
We consider groups of homeomorphisms G of a spaceX acting on points ofX by g )x"g(x). In
all our applications G will either be a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of the circle or
a subgroup of the automorphisms of a vector space. Any such G also acts diagonally on the
Cartesian product of circles, g ) (x

,2, x )"(g(x),2, g(x )). Denote by G 2  the isotropy
group of (x

,2,x)3X2X.
Let  be the subset of X given by G ) x, the orbit of a chosen base point x of X. Consider the
category with objects  and morphisms , whose source and target maps are given by
projections on the left and right factors, respectively. The simplicial nerve of this category, which we
denote by H , has as its set of n-simplices , and it has a contractible realization which is an
in"nite simplex with vertices the points of . The group G acts diagonally on H .
We refer to H as the simplicial orbits of x3X.
Let SH simplicial subset of H on which G acts. We will always assume that an SH is symmetric
which will mean that if S

contains x"(x

,2, x) then it contains all simplices formed by
permuting the vertices of x. If in addition the realization of SH is contractible we will say that SH is
a G-admissable simplicial set.
The vertices of a given n-simplex x"(x

,2,x ) will always be indexed modulo
n#1: x

"x

.
De5nition. Let "(x

,2, x) be an n-simplex of H . The n-simplex  is G-isotropic if for each
pair x

, x

 of points of , there is an element g

in G which maps x

to x

and keeps all
remaining vertices in  "xed.
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The n-simplex  is G-fundamental if
(1) there is an element g3G which maps i to i#1 for each i,
(2) for each i there is a unique element g

3G which maps x

to x

, and keeps all other vertices in
 "xed, and
(3) the isotropy group G 
is isomorphic to  and g

is a generator.
Remark. If there exists a G-fundamental n-simplex  then G is trivial for each n-element set
 consisting of the vertices of an (n!1)-face of .
If there exists a G-fundamental n-simplex  then any two g

are conjugate by an appropriate
power of the map g. In fact, if g and any one of the g

are given then the others are determined, and
they are all conjugate to g

.
If G acts on the circle and there exists a G-fundamental n-simplex  then G  acts
properly discontinuously on the circle minus its "xed point set.
If  is a fundamental n-simplex then g

commutes with g

whenever x

, x

 and x

, x

 are
disjoint subsets of the vertices of . For g

g

and g

g

each map x

to x

, x

to x

and keep all
remaining elements of  "xed, and such an element must be unique.
1.2. The main theorems
The four theorems of this section lead to the vanishing of the Euler class for a given subgroup of
the group of homeomorphisms of the circle. In Section 1.3 we will see how these results apply to the
based mapping class groups.
The orbit class. Consider a subgroup G of HomeoS. The vanishing Theorem for the powers of
the Euler class of G is, for the most part, a non-vanishing result. The powers of the Euler class are
zero as a result of a combination of non-vanishing properties of another invariant of the action
which we call the orbit class of the group G. This is a homomorphism
[(G)] :H

(orbG)P,
where orbG, the orbit complex of the action of G on SH is the quotient simplicial set whose set of
k-simplices is S

modulo the equivalence relation (x

,2, x )&(g(x ),2, g(x )); g3G, and orbG is
its geometrical realization.
The construction of [(G)] depends on the choice of a point used to construct the simplicial orbits and
a symmetric complex on which G acts.
The kth power of  is also de"ned and is a homomorphism
[(G)] :H

(orbG)P.
We prove the following theorem in 4.6.
The orbit class Theorem.
Theorem 1. LetH be the simplicial orbits of a point under the action of G on the circle. Let SH be any
symmetric subsimplicial set of H on which G acts, and let orbG be the resulting orbit complex. If
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SH contains a G-isotropic 2n-simplex then
[(G)] :H

(orbG)P
is onto for all k)n.
Holonomy. The kth power of the Euler class of G is the pullback, [e(G)] (note e instead of ), to BG
of the kth power of the orbit class by the quotient map to the orbit complex. It is independent of the
choices made in order to construct the orbit class. The next theorems determine whether or not the
pullback vanishes.
It turns out that the vanishing/non-vanishing dimensions of the orbit class agree with those of
the Euler class except in the threshold dimension k"n where the Euler class vanishes although the
orbit class does not.
Now another invariant enters the picture, the holonomy of the kth orbit class. It measures the
dependence of the orbit class on the base point, and provides an explanation of what happens in the
critical dimension. In Section 5 we construct the holonomy homomorphism which mapsH

(orbG)
to the abelianization of the isotropy group on any consecutive 2k!1 points of a fundamental
2k-simplex.
If there exists a G-fundamental 2k-simplex, then by the Orbit Class Theorem H

(orbG) splits
o! a -summand which is generated by a dual, E(G), to the kth power of the orbit class. By
restricting the holonomy homomorphism to this summand we will obtain a homomorphism
h :PG   .
The latter group is isomorphic to , so the image of the positive generator is an integer, (G),
which we call the holonomy of the kth dual orbit class.
Much of the work of this paper will be devoted to the proof of the following.
The holonomy Theorem
Theorem 2. Let SH be a G-admissable simplicial set containing a G-fundamental 2n-simplex. Then the
holonomy of the nth dual orbit class is non-trivial.
We prove Theorem 2 in Sections 6 and 7, and in the process compute the holonomy of the nth
dual orbit class, and "nd it to be!2n(2n#1).
The holonomy homomorphism is related to the di!erential of the homology spectral sequence
associated to inclusion of groups G

LG:
d :E

PE

.
Let us write D for this di!erential. After identifying the given terms of the spectral sequence we can
write
D :H

(orbG)PH

(orbG,H

(BG

)).
We will see that there is a homomorphism
q :G
PH

(orbG,H

(BG

)).
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so that qh([E])"D([E]):
We de"ne the holonomy of the kth dual orbit class to be ewective if the image under q of the
holonomy of the kth dual orbit class has in"nite order.
E!ectiveness means roughly that the action of the isotropy groups in homology does not
annihilate the holonomy.
The following theorem describes how the non-vanishing of the holonomy determines the
vanishing of the Euler class.
The vanishing Theorem
Theorem 3. Let SH be a G-admissable simplicial set containing a G-fundamental 2n-simplex. Suppose
that the holonomy of the nth dual orbit class is ewective. Then the kth power of the Euler class
[e(G)] :H

(BG,)P
is zero for all k*n.
Theorem 2 applies under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, so the holonomy exists and is non-trivial.
It remains to determine when it is e!ective.
Ewective holonomy. We "nd a condition, which applies to the based mapping class groups, under
which the holonomy is e!ective.
First we discuss naturality of actions.
Let the triple (G,X,SH ) denote a group G of homeomorphisms of X together with a G-
admissable simplicial set SH . Given (G,X,SH) and (G,X, SH ), let  :GPG be a homomorphism
and f : SHPSH be a simplicial map preserving base points. We de"ne the pair of maps (, f) to be
natural if the diagram associated to the two actions commutes.
We will write a 4-tuple (G,X, SH ,) whenever SH contains a fundamental n-simplex . In this
case a pair of maps
(, f ) : (G,X,SH , )P(G,X, SH , )
is natural if in addition f (

)"

.
We say that (G,X, SH ) is n-free if the isotropy group of (x ,2, x ) is trivial for each non-
degenerate n-simplex (x

,2,x ) of SH .
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We de"ne (G,X,SH , ) to be residually n-free if there exists an n-free 4-tuple (G,X,SH , ) and
a natural map
(, f ) : (G,X,SH , )P(G,X, SH , ).
The ewective Holonomy theorem
Theorem 4. Suppose G is a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of the circle and that
(G,S,SH ,) is residually (2n!1)-free. Then the holonomy of the nth dual orbit class of G is
ewective.
In particular, whenever (G,S,SH ,) is itself (2n!1)-free the holonomy of the nth dual orbit
class is e!ective.
We prove Theorem 4 in Section 5.
1.3. Applications: the mapping class groups
First consider G"PS¸(2,), the group of linear fractional transformations with integer coe$-
cients, acting on S"R by xP(ax#b)/(cx#d).
Let be the orbit of 0 under the action of G, and choose SH to be any symmetric subcomplex of
H on which G acts and which contains the simplex "(0,1,R). Now the group G acts
2-isotropically on SH . The isotropy group of R is the group of integer translations, so unit
translation is the unique generator mapping 0 to 1. Similarly, the homeomorphism
xP!x/(x!1) is the unique generator which "xes 0 and maps 1 toR, and xP1/x is the unique
generator which "xes 1 and mapsR to 0. The simplex  is therefore a G-isotropic 2-simplex for
the action. Theorem 1 then implies that [(G)] is onto for k"1.
On the other hand, the isotropy group of any distinct pair of points, or in other words, of any
cyclic 1-simplex is trivial. Therefore, Theorems 2}4 apply to show that [e(G)] is zero.
The holonomy homomorphism maps the dual orbit class to 6 times a generator of the isotropy
group G

.
More generally consider G"M
H , the based mapping class Group of a closed surface of genus
g'1. In particular, the group PS¸(2,) is the based mapping class group of a torus.
The group M
H acts naturally on the circle, as follows.
Let F"F

be a closed orientable hyperbolic surface of genus g, and let * be a base point. We
consider the subgroupM
H of the mapping class groupM of F consisting of those elements which
preserve the base point.
It is well known thatM

acts on the set of geodesic laminations (unions of geodesics) (F), of F,
so M
H acts as well. Speci"cally, any homomorphism h of F induces a homomorphism
h :(F)P(F); homotopic maps induce the same homeomorphism, and composites are sent to
composites.
The universal cover of F is the PoincareH disk . The preimage I¸ of any geodesic lamination is
a disjoint union of geodesics of . Therefore any homeomorphism h :FPF lifts to a homeomor-
phism hI of the PoincareH Disk which maps I¸ to another disjoint union of geodesics. We assume the
origin 0 is mapped to the base point * under the covering map.
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Now given h3M
H we lift h to hI which "xes the origin. Then any geodesic through the origin
(which is a straight line), is mapped to another geodesic through the origin. Therefore, hI induces
a homeomorphism of S viewed as lines through the origin. The assignment hPhI yields a repres-
entation of M
H intoH and we denote the image by M .
We construct an M

-fundamental 2g-simplex .
To describe an isotropic simplex  we "rst remove an open disk from F

, and view the resulting
surface, F

!;, as two disks joined by 2g#1 half-twisted bands.
We let a

,2, a be loops which pass through consecutive (in the cyclic ordering) half-twisted
bands. Note that homologically, [a

] is![a

]!2![a

].
We consider all the loops to be based at * in the upper disk although it is not shown explicitly in
the diagram. We let  be the set of lines A

 in the hyperbolic plane corresponding to the loops a

.
There is a di!eomorphism G of F

!; which has order 2g#1 and maps a

to a

.
This map extends to F

, since, up to isotopy, the map restricts to the boundary as a rotation.
There is also a di!eomorphism G

, the Dehn twist in the loop a

#2#a

, which maps
a

to!a

, up to isotopy.
The above diagram shows "rst the untwisted band where a

and a

#2#a

cross. Then
on the right the result of the Dehn twist is shown and the band is retwisted.
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The map G

induces an element g

ofM

which takes A

to A

and "xes all the remaining A

.
The map G induces an element g ofM

which for each i takes A

to A

. By conjugating g

by the
various powers of g one obtains elements ofM

, g

, which take A

to A

. Thus, we have shown
that  is an M

-isotropic simplex.
Now any 2g-element subset of  determines a basis of the fundamental group of F

. Consider the
g

as elements of the groupM
H . Suppose there exists g and h inMH mapping A to A , and
"xing all the remaining A's. Then h

g

"xes 2g elements of . Hence it is the identity, the g

are
unique, and  is fundamental, as claimed.
Thus if SH is any symmetric subcomplex of H containing  and orb(G) is the associated orbit
complex then Theorem 1 implies that [(G)] is onto for k)g.
For the higher genus based mapping class groupsM

will not act (2g!1)-freely on our choice of
admissable SH .
But we will prove below the following.
Theorem 5. There is an M

-admissable simplicial set SH which contains a fundamental 2g-simplex,


, so that (G,S,SH ,) is residually (2g!1)-free.
It then follows from Theorems 2}4 that
Theorem 6. The kth power of the Euler class
[e(M

)] :H

(BG,)P
is zero for k*g.
We prove Theorem 5. We have already found a fundamental 2g-simplex 

contained in the
simplicial orbits ofM

acting on the circle. We have chosen as base point the line which projects to
the homologically non-trivial loops a

of the surface F

. The orbit of this point contains only
geodesic lines which project to homologically non-trivial loops.
To show that the holonomy for the mapping class groups is e!ective we compare its action to
that of the symplectic modular group.
Let Sp(2g,) be the symplectic modular group with integer coe$cients. These are 2g2g
matrices with integer coe$cients and determinant 1. We mod out by$1, and view Sp(2g,) as
acting on lines  through the origin in . The group Sp(2,) is identical to PS¸(2,).
Let <H be the simplicial orbits of a point of  under the action of to a line which projects to
a loop of the surface which is homologically non-trivial.
We de"ne the linearized action of f3M

on S to be the action of ¸( f )3Sp(2g,) on  where
¸( f ) is the homomorphism induced by f on H

(F

,)"L. This determines an epimor-
phism M

PSp(2g,), a function fH :HP<H where < is the orbit of the homology class of
a

under the action of Sp(2g,), and a fundamental 2g-simplex 

in <H .
Thus, the linearized action induces a natural map
(G,S,SH ,)P((Sp(2g,),,<H ,).
The action of Sp(2g,) is not quite (2g!1)-free because there are non-degenerate 2g-tuples of
lines which do not span . We now correct for this.
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We will "nd a contractible, symmetric subsimplicial set of H which contains the 2g-simplex 
and on whichM

acts residually 2g-freely.
First we construct a contractible subcomplex QH of <H on which Sp(2g,) acts so that the
isotropy subgroup of each non-degenerate (2g!1)-simplex is trivial. To do this letQ

consist of
all 2g-tuples of lines which span <. For j(2g!1 let Q

consist of all j-dimensional faces of
elements of Q

. For j'2g!1 de"ne Q

inductively by the condition that all faces of Q

are in
Q

. The latter simplices are characterized by the condition that every (2g!1)-dimensional face
spans <.
Consider any "nite set K of j-simplices of QH . We can "nd a line ¸ so that if (¸ ,2, ¸) is
a simplex in the given collection then (¸

,2,¸ ,¸) is a ( j#1)-simplex of QH . Namely, we choose
a line which passes through some lattice point and is not in the union of the (2g!1)-dimensional
subspaces spanned by the faces of the elements ofK. With such a line we can construct a cone on
any cycle, which shows that QH is contractible.
Now we return to a consideration of the action of M

on the simplicial orbits H .
We construct a complex SH . Let S be the set of 2g simplices of H which project under fH to
simplices of Q

. The inverse image of a line which gives rise to a cone in QH does so in SH as well.
We therefore have a natural map
(M

, S,SH ,)P((Sp(2g,),,<H ,),
where the image 4-tuple is 2g!1-free, as required.
Comment. We prefer to view [e] as an element of Hom(H

(BG),), rather than as an element of
H(BG,). Our [e], and its powers [e], are in the image of the classical ones under the quotient
map of the Universal Coe$cient Theorem. This de"nition has certain technical advantages which
include eliminating torsion considerations in the statements of the proposed theorems. It also gives
the most natural context for the discrete Euler class formula, upon which this work is based.
1.4. Organization of the paper
We work in the setting of groupoids and bisimplicial sets associated to group actions. In
Section 2 we present this formalism, all of which is well known. We emphasize that in our
applications a group of homeomorphisms will be acting on the orbit of a point, rather than the
whole underlying space. Section 3 deals with the discrete Euler class. We recall some classical facts
and then introduce a formula for the Euler class. The formula factors through the orbit complex
associated to the action and on this level we construct our dual orbit class. In Section 4 we "nd an
explicit formula for the dual orbit class to each power of the orbit class. This development is
elementary, if lengthy, involving for the most part properties of the symmetric group. We need the
formula to compute holonomy. We discuss holonomy, in general terms, in Section 5. The
holonomy of the dual to the nth power of the orbit class is an element of the "rst homology of the
isotropy group on 2n!1 distinct points. For computational purposes it is more natural for us to
compute the holonomy in the "rst homology of a discrete groupoid associated to the action. In
Section 6 we carry out a combinitorial analysis of this groupoid in preparation for determining the
holonomy which we do in Section 7.
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2. The simplicial theory of group actions
2.1. The orbit complex of the action of G
We begin by making some general observations about the simplicial orbits of a group action.
De5nition. LetH be the simplicial orbits of a point x of the circle and let SH be a subsimplicial set
on which G acts. The orbit complex of the action of G on SH is the quotient simplicial set orb SH
whose set of k-simplices is S

/& where& is the equivalence relation x&g(x); g3G, x3S

.
We will usually abbreviate orb

SH by orbG when the context makes it clear that we have chosen
a particular admissable SH on which G acts.
We denote the equivalence class of (x

,2, x ) (that is the orbit of (x ,2, x )), by o(x ,2, x ).
This is the unnormalized representation of the orbit.
Now we reformulate our description of the points of orbG by normalizing the orbits with respect
to a base point. Choose a base point b, and let G
	
denote the isotropy group of b. By construction,
G acts transitively on so every point of orb

S

has a representative of the form (b,x

,2, x ) and
among these representatives (b,x

,2,x)&(b, y ,2, y) if there is a g3G	 so that g(x)"y for all i.
We will frequently delete reference to the initial entry b and identify the points of orbG

with
orbits of k-tuples under the action of G
	
. We then denote the equivalence class of (x

,2,x ) (that is
the orbit of (x

,2,x )), by o	 (x ,2, x ). This is the normalized representation of the orbit.
We consider the case when G acts onH . There is a simplicial map fromNG to orbG de"ned by
	 : (g

,2, g )Po	 (g(b),2, g (b))
on k-cells for k*1, and on the 0-cell 1 by 	(1)"b.
To see that the map is simplicial we check that 


preserves orbits (it is obvious that the other
structure maps do). Suppose
o
	
(g

(b),2, g (b))"o	(h(b),2, h (b)).
This means there exists F3G
	
so that Fg

(b)"h

(b) for all i"1,2, k. Hence
h

Fg

(g

g

)(b)"h

h

(b)
for all i. Furthermore h

Fg

(b)"b so that h

Fg

is in G
	
, and o
	
(g

g

)"o
	
(h

h

), as
required.
2.2. Groupoids, simplicial groupoids, and realizations
Our analysis of the homology of G will require the well known construction of a bicomplex and
spectral sequence associated to the action of a group on a set.
Let  : pP


be a simplicial groupoid. One can form a bisimplicial set N : (p, q)PN




by
extending by nerves in the vertical direction. Let us write 


for the horizontal faces, 


for the
vertical faces, and d and d for their respective alternating sums. We denote by N the realization
of the bisimpicial set N.
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Computing homology vertically in the bicomplex gives, by the usual considerations, a double
abelian group and a spectral sequence converging to N.
Speci"cally, for any simplicial groupoid  : pP


there is a spectral sequence
E


"H

(B


)NH


(N).
The E term and the di!erentials are described below.
The space B


is the classifying space of the discrete groupoid 


.
In order to interpret and apply the spectral sequence, we recall some facts about the underlying
structure of discrete groupoids.
Let  be a discrete groupoid with objects O. De"ne an equivalence relation+ on  by x+y if
there is a morphism from x to y. Clearly O/+ is in 1}1 correspondence with 

(B).
A basis for  consists of
(1) The choice of an object in each+-equivalence class. We refer to each such chosen object as
a base point of B.
(2) The choice of a morphism p(x) from the base point b(x) of the component containing x to x. We
refer to each such chosen morphism as a base path of B.
For each base point b let G
	
denote the stabilizer or isotropy group of b, that is the group of all
morphisms whose source and target is b.
Every basis of  determines a homotopy equivalence from B to a disjoint union ofK(,1)'s. To
see this explicitly let b,p(x) be a basis for . Then the functor
G :PZG
	
induces a homotopy equivalence
BPZ

K(G
	
,1)"BG.
The map is constructed as follows. There is a functor F :P de"ned by
F(m)"p(t(x)) m  p(s(m))
which factors through the groupoid G. The assignment xPp(x) de"nes a natural transformation
from the identity functor to F. The realization of this natural transformation is the required
homotopy.
Now let F :P be a homomorphism (functor) of groupoids, and let B and B be respective
bases. Then F induces a homomorphism
F :PZG		 .
Namely
F (m)"p(t(F(m))) F(m)  p(s(F(m)))
and in particular, by restriction, a homomorphism
F :ZG	PZG		
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by
F (g)"p(b(F(g))) F(g)  p(b(F(g))).
Returning to the spectral sequence, to compute H

(B


)) choose a base point, b , in each
component of the groupoid and obtain
H

(B


)"

H

(G
	
),
where b is the set of chosen basepoints and G	 denotes the isotropy group of b.
To compute the di!erentials in the E term a set of base paths must be chosen. Then each d


of
the spectral sequence has the following form:
d"(d )H .
2.3. The spectral sequence of a group action
Let G be a group acting on a simplicial set SH . Consider the groupoid GS whose objects are
S

, whose morphisms are GS

, and whose source and target maps are given by
s(g,x)"x
and
t(g,x)"g(x).
The composition of morphisms ( f, g(x)) and (g, x) is ( fg, x).
As in Section 2.2 we form a bisimplicial set N(GSH ) by extending by nerves in the vertical
direction.
N(GS)


"N

(GS


),
and we obtain
E


"H

(B(GS


)NH


(N(GS)).
2.4. Computing the homology of G
The following special case of the above constructions yields a spectral sequence converging to the
homology of G.
Let us assume that SH is contractible.
Using the constructions described above we obtain a simplicial groupoid and after extending by
nerves in the vertical direction a bisimplicial set. We abbreviate this simplicial groupoid by G and
the resulting bisimplicial set by NG, although it should be kept in mind that its construction
depends on SH , the set on which G acts.
Realizing NG in the p-direction "rst yields a simplicial space whose space of q-simplices is
N

(GSH ). Since SH  is contractible, the following holds:
NGPNG"BG
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which is a homotopy equivalence. Computing homology vertically gives a double abelian group
and a spectral sequence converging to BG,
E


"H

(B(G


))NH


(BG).
The homology of BG can also be computed directly from the chains on the bisimplicial setNG.
Set
C

" 



C

NG


,
where C

(S) stands for the free abelain group on the q-simplices of the simplicial set S. The
boundary map of the chain complex is d#d on each summand, except on C

NG

where only
d is de"ned and C

NG

where only d is de"ned.
2.5. The orbit map
Let us now discuss the natural map from the realization NG to the orbit complex of the action.
Consider the groupoids G


, p"0,1,2 and their classifying spaces BG
 . It follows directly from
dexnitions that the set of components 

BG


of BG


, is in 1}1 correspondence with the p-simplices
of the orbit complex of the action, orbG


, and that the correspondence is simplicial in p. De"ne
 :BG


PorbG


to be the function which maps a given point to the component in which it lies. This yields a map on
realizations
 : NGPorbG.
Consider G acting on H . We have maps
We will observe below that the maps  and 	 can be identi"ed in the sense that there is
a homotopy equivalence NGPNG so that the diagram commutes.
In the special case when G acts on itself by left multiplication this leads to the classical
construction of the universal cover of a K(G,1), for G acts properly discontinuosly on the
contractible space GH . Hence
 : NGPBG
is a homotopy equivalence.
The above maps "t together as follows. De"ne a natural map Q from the groupoid GG


to the
groupoid G


by
(g,g

,2, g
)P(g, g (b),2g
(b)).
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Q extends to a map of bicomplexes and passes to the quotient by the action of G to give
a commutative diagram
Note that 

and Q are homotopy equivalences. Hence there is a homotopy equivalence
 :BGPNG
and "	.
It is not di$cult to "nd the homomomorphism induced by  on the chains



C

N


. We
"rst project on the summandC

NG

, and then compose with the homomorphism induced by the
orbit map 	 on C

. Note that all the simplices with q'1 map to degenerate simplices.
H : 



C

N


PC

NG

PC

(orbG).
2.6. Summary
We summarize our simplicial constructions. In our applications G will be acting on SH a con-
tractible, symmetric subsimplicial set of the simplicial orbits of a point of S. We write G for the
simplicial groupoid GSH , and NG for the bisimplicial set obtained by extending vertically by
nerves.
Proposition 2.6.1. NGPBG is a homotopy equivalence.
Proposition 2.6.2. E


"H

(B(G)


)NH


(BG).
Proposition 2.6.3. There is a commutative diagram
with  a homotopy equivalence.
Proposition 2.6.4. The homology of NG is the homology of the chain complex




C

N


, d#d.
Proposition 2.6.5. The map  of Proposition 2.6.3 induces the following map on chains:
H : 



C

N



P C

NG

HP C

(orbG),
where p

is projection and 	H is induced by the orbit map.
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Remark. On the E-term the spectral sequence, Proposition 2.6.2, agrees with the classical
Hochschild}Serre}Lyndon spectral sequecnce.
3. The Euler class
3.1. The universal Euler class * continuous and discrete
We consider a subgroup j :GLH"HomeoS, and de"ne below the discrete Euler class of G,
[e(G)].
Let H


denote H with the compact open topology and BH


its classifying space as
a topological group.
Theorem. The inclusion n :HLH


induces a homology equivalence from BH to BH


.
This is a well known fact from the theory of foliations. It can be deduced from Thurston's
generalization of Mather's Theorem on the loops on the classifying space for -structures [3]. To
get the above result one applies their generalization in the case when  is the topological groupoid
associated to the pseudogroup of local homeomorphisms of the circle.
The homology and cohomology of BH


are well known, since the inclusion SLH


induces
a homotopy equivalence from the classifying space for circle bundles, which is a K(Z,2), to BH


.
We will identify these two spaces in the sequel:
H

(BH


)
 if k is even,
0 otherwise.
The isomorphisms are uniquely determined by requiring that the counterclockwise orientation in
S correspond to 13. Also
H(BH


)
 if k is even,
0 otherwise.
Moreover HH(BH


) is generated as a ring by E :H

(BH


)P, which is dual to the positive
generator of H

(BH


).
The classical interpretation of the generators of these groups is as follows. The class E is the
universal Euler class for circle bundles. The pullback nHE is the universal Euler class for transversally
foliated circle bundles, or the Euler class for circle bundles with discrete structure groupH. We refer
to this class as the universal discrete Euler class and denote it by [e(H)]. The pullback jHnHE is the
Euler class for circle bundles with discrete structure group G. We refer to this class as the discrete
Euler class of G and denote it by [e(G)].
Note that these classes are elements of Hom(H

(BH),), and Hom(H

(BG),), respectively.
When we write a power of [e(G)], [e(G)], we consider this class to be an element of
Hom(H

(BG),). We do this by forming the cup product k-times as a cohomology class, and then
taking its image under the quotient map of the universal Coe$cient theorem. This operation is
well-de"ned.
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In the following section we derive an explicit formula for the discrete Euler class which will play
a key role in the sequel. This expression captures certain transitivity and freeness properties of the
action and allows us to translate these properties into homological information.
3.2. A simplicial formula for the discrete Euler class
3.2.1. Cyclic ordering of points of the circle
Let G be a subgroup of the group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the circle. From
our point of view the discrete Euler class is an invariant of the orbits of the action of G which arises
because the group maps cyclically ordered points of the circle to cyclically ordered points. Let us
begin by making sense of this notion.
For b, a point of the circle, consider the function arg
	
:SP[0, 2) de"ned by
arg
	
x"argx!arg b. Now let (x

,2, x) denote an n-tuple of distinct points of the circle. We will
say that (x

,2, x) is cyclically ordered if there is a b so that
arg
	
x

(arg
	
x

(2(arg
	
x

.
A cyclic ordering lists points of the circle in counterclockwise order; the "rst point of the list is
determined by b. Two simple observations are: there are n possible cylic orderings of an n-element
subset of S, and any subgroup G of H maps a cyclically ordered n-tuple to a cyclically ordered
n-tuple.
We adopt the following conventions for denoting cyclic orderings. Given an n#1 element
subset of the circle we will write the cyclic ordering determined by one of its elements, say x

, by
writing that element "rst.
x

(x

2(x

.
Recall, when working with cyclic orderings of n#1 points we will consider the subscripts
to be given mod n#1. In particular, x

"x

, and x

(2(x

is the cyclic ordering
on the above set of points determined by x

. We will say that a point z is between x and y if
x(z(y.
Consider a subgroup G of HomeoS. Recall the construction of the simplicial nerve of
G :NG : kPN

G is a simplicial set with k-cells (g

,2, g), g3G, k*1 and one 0-cell, 1. The face
maps are given by

(g

,2, g )"(g g ,2, g g)
and for 1)i)k by

(g

,2, g )"(g ,2,g(  ,2, g).
The degeneracies are given by
(g

,2, g)"(g ,2,1,2, g).
The geometric realization of NG is a K(G,1) and is the classifying space BG of G considered as
a discrete group. So the homology of BG is given by the homology of the chains of the simplicial set
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NG. This is the classical bar construction, and computes the Eilenberg}Maclane homology of the
group G.
Nowwe choose as a basepoint b3S, we identify the points of S!bwith the interval (0,2) by
P!b and we order the points accordingly by). We extend) to an ordering of S by
requiring that b.  and . b for all 3S!b. In other words the base point is unrelated to any
other point.
We are now prepared to state our formula for e"e(G).
3.2.2. The discrete Euler cocycle
Consider (g, h)3GG. Set
e"
#1/2 if g(b)(h(b),
!1/2 if h(b)(g(b),
0 otherwise.
(*)
We extend e to a homomorphism (which we will also call e) from 2-chains on the nerve of G to
[1/2], the integers adjoin 1/2.
Theorem 3.2. There is a well-dexned homomorphism [e] :H

(BG)P induced by e.
The proposition will follow from
Lemma 3.2.1. When z is a 2-cycle e(z) is an integer.
Lemma 3.2.2. When z is a 2-boundary e(z) is zero.
Proofs. To verify the "rst lemma "rst note that if z"


(g

, h

) is a 2-cycle, then nmust be even.
Furthermore if, for a given i, e(g

, h

)"$1/2 then none of the faces g

h

, g

, or h

has a "xed point
at b3S. On the other hand, if, for a given i, e(g

, h

)"0, then either one or all three (in any case an
odd number) of the faces have a "xed point at b. Since the faces with "xed points at b must cancel
among themselves, the number of (g

, h

) with e(g

, h

)"0 is even. So the number of (g

, h

) with
e(g

, h

)"$1/2 is also even, proving Lemma 1.
To prove the second lemma we will show that for all (g, h, k)
e((gh,gk)!(h, k)#(g, k)!(g, h))"0.
We carry out a case by case analysis involving the ordering of g(b), h(b), and k(b).
There are two cases which incorporate all the essential features of the argument:
(a) g(b)(h(b)(k(b),
(b) h(b)(g(b)(k(b).
Let us begin by checking these.
For case (a), consider the counterclockwise arc, , from h(b) to k(b). This arc does not contain g(b).
The orientation-preserving homeomorphism g maps  to a counterclockwise arc, and maps g(b)
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and only g(b) to b. So g() is a counterclockwise arc from gh(b) to gk(b) which does not
contain b in its image. This implies that gh(b)(gk(b) and hence that e(gh,gk)"#1/2.
Obviously e(h, k)"e(g, k)"e(g, h)"#1/2 so that (2) is satis"ed as required.
For case (b), the counterclockwise arc, , from h(b) to k(b) contains g(b). The orientation-
preserving homeomorphism g maps  to a counterclockwise arc from g(b) to b which contains b.
This implies that gh(b)'gk(b) and hence that e(gh,gk)"!1/2. In this case
e(h, k)"e(g, k)"#1/2, and e(g, h)"!1/2 so that (2) is again satis"ed. The remaining cases when
g(b), h(b), and k(b) are ordered points are veri"ed in the same way. We record the results in the
following table. (For notational convenience we delete reference to the basepoint (b) when writing
the ordering.)
Ordering e(gh,gk) e(h, k) e(g, k) e(g, h)
g(h(k : #1/2 #1/2 #1/2 #1/2
h(g(k : !1/2 #1/2 #1/2 !1/2
h(k(g : #1/2 #1/2 !1/2 !1/2
k(h(g : !1/2 !1/2 !1/2 !1/2
k(g(k : #1/2 !1/2 !1/2 #1/2
g(k(h : !1/2 !1/2 !1/2 !1/2
Next we list the values of e when one of g, h, k has a "xed point at b.
Ordering e(gh,gk) e(h, k) e(g, k) e(g, h)
g"b;h(k #1/2 #1/2 0 0
g"b;k(h : !1/2 !1/2 0 0
h"b;g(k : !1/2 0 #1/2 0
h"b;k(g : #1/2 0 #1/2 0
k"b;g(h : #1/2 0 0 #1/2
k"b;h(g : !1/2 0 0 !1/2
Now consider the cases where two or all three of g(b), h(b), k(b) are equal. If all three are equal then
e is zero on each face. Also if any one of the points is b then e is zero on each face. Otherwise, the
values of e are as follows.
Ordering e(gh,gk) e(h, k) e(g, k) e(g, h)
g"h(k : 0 #1/2 #1/2 0
k(g"h : 0 !1/2 !1/2 0
g"k(h : 0 !1/2 0 #1/2
h(g"k : 0 #1/2 0 !1/2
g(h"k : 0 0 #1/2 #1/2
h"k(g : 0 0 !1/2 !1/2
This concludes the proof of the lemmas and Theorem 3.2.
In what follows we will see that (*) does in fact give a formula for the discrete Euler class of G.
Once we make the identi"cations it will be evident that the class [e(G)] is independent of the choice
of base point used to construct it (although the homomorphism e itself, on the level of cycles, may
not be).
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We have now used [e(G)] both for the class induced by the homomorphism (*) and the pull-
back of the Euler class for circle bundles. We will see in Section 3.6 that these classes are the
same.
3.3. The universal discrete Euler class and the orbit complex
We apply the spectral sequence, Proposition 2.6.2, to the group H acting on "S.
Lemma 3.3.1. The E


term of the spectral sequence, Proposition 2.6.2, is given by
E


"
0 if q'1,
H


(orbH) if q"0.
Proof. The remarks in the "rst paragraph of Section 2.5 show the calculation is correct for q"0.
We will show that the isotropy group of each point in  is acyclic for each k"0,1,2. First
consider the isotropy groupH
	
of any point b3.H
	
is the group of all orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms of the circle which "x the point b. This group is isomorphic to the group of
orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of S!b which in turn is isomorphic toHomeo, the
group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the reals.
Theorem 3.3.2. The group Homeo is acyclic.
Proof. This is a consequence of two well-known results from the theory of codimension one
foliations. Let B

be Hae#iger's classifying space for codimension one C foliations; equivalently
the classifying space of the groupoid, with the sheaf topology, of germs of local, orientation-
preserving, homeomorphisms of . Segal [9] proved that there is a map
HomeoPB

inducing an isomorphism on all integer homology groups. Mather [4] proved that the space B

is
contractible. (Mather's theorem is equivalent to the fact that the group of orientation-preserving
homeomorphisms of  with compact support is acyclic.)
Returning to the proof of the lemma, we have determined that the isotropy group of any point of
S is acyclic. But the isotropy group of an n-tuple of points of S is isomorphic to a cartesian
product of copies of Homeo, so it is acyclic. This completes the proof of the lemma.
It follows from the convergence of the spectral sequence that for all p,
H


(BH)H


(orbH).
We would like to conclude that this isomorphism is induced by the orbit map 	.
Theorem 3.3.3. The map 	 induces an isomorphism
H


(BH)PH


(orbH).
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Proof. Lemma 3.3.1 shows that  induces an isomorphism of homology groups. Proposition 2.6.3
then implies that 	 does also.
Therefore the homology of the orbit complex is isomorphic to  in even dimensions and
0 otherwise.
We next examine the orbit complex more closely in order to detect the homology generators.
3.4. The permutation associated to an orbit
De5nition. An n-simplex x"(x

,2,x)3SH is cyclic if x(2(x .
The group G acts n-transitively on SH if it acts transitively on cyclic n-simplices.
Suppose that a group GLH acts on the circle. Let  be a maximal orbit of the action, say
"G ) x, and let orbG be the resulting orbit complex of the action.
Consider a p#1-tuple (x

,2,x
)3
. Order the points x ,2, x
,
x

(x(2(x

with respect to the counterclockwise orientation of S!x

. Let us consider the bijection  as
a permutation of (1,2, p). We will use the standard notation ((1),2,(p)) to denote this
permutation.
We refer to  as the permutation associated to the p-simplex (x

,2, x
 ). It is an element of the
symmetric group (p), the group of permutations of p elements.
Elements of G must preserve the cyclic ordering of points of the circle, so if (x

,2, x
 ) and
(y

,2, y
) are in 
, with all entries distinct, and  is the permutation associated to (y ,2, y
 ),
then
o(x

, x

,2, x
 )"o(y , y ,2, y
)
implies
".
For under the assumptions, there exists a g3G such that g(x

)"y

, for all i, and also g(x )"y ,
for all i. Therefore (i)"(i), for all i.
We de"ne a surjective function orbG


P(p) by
 : (x

, x

,2, x
)P"((1),2,(p)),
where  is the permutation induced by the ordering of the points x

,2, x
 on S!x.
As noted above, this function passes to the quotient to produce a map orb from the
non-degenerate simplices of orbG


to the elements of the symmetric group (p).
Since we generally denote the ordering induced by the point x

as
x

(x(2(x
 ,
we will sometimes write the associated permutation as ((0),(1),2,(p)), and it will be understood
from the context that (0)"0. This is the normalized representation of the permutation.
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For example if (x

,x

, x

)3orbG

satis"es x

(x

then (x

, x

, x

)P"(1,2) is the identity
permutation, and if (x

,x

, x

)3orbG

satis"es x

'x

then (x

.x

,x

)P"(2,1).
Now suppose that G acts p-transitively on orbG. Then the function orb() is an isomorphism of
sets. For by transitivity there now exists g3G so that g(x)"y , for all i. If ", then x"y
and o(x

, x

,2, x
)"o(y , y ,2, y
 ), and the function is 1!1, as required.
Therefore, if G acts p-transitively on orbG, the non-degenerate simplices of orbG


are in 1}1
correspondence with the elements of the symmetric group (p).
Let us consider the simplicial nature of the map . Since every degenerate simplex is in the image
under a composite of degeneracy maps of a non-degenerate simplex we see that we have a 1}1
correspondence
orbG





(i).
In particular considerH acting on the circle. In this case


"(S)
, andH acts p-transitively
on 


for all p. Therefore the above correspondence holds for all p*1.
Let us denote


(i) by 


. Then the assignment  : pP


de"nes a simplicial set with faces
and degeneracies induced by those of orbH, and the simplicial sets orbH and  are simplicially
isomorphic.
In summary
(a) IfG acts p-transitively on orbG, then orb : orbG

P

is a simplicial isomorphism for k)p
and a simplicial epimorphism for k'p.
(b) The simplicial sets orbH and  are simplicially isomorphic.
3.5. The fundamental representation of orbits
When G acts n-transitively on H then any cyclically ordered (n#1)-element set determines
a fundamental n-simplex. It will be convenient to denote the vertices of a given fundamental
n-simplex  by (0,2, n) where
0(1(2(n.
Consider the elements of orbG

. Among these simplices are those of the form
o"o(0,(1),2,(n)) where  is a permutation of n elements. And these simplices are distinct for
two distinct permutations.
The map orb restricted to these orbits takes the form
o(0,(1),2,(k))P,
where  is equal to the permutation  since 0(1(2(k is by construction the cyclic
ordering of the points 0,1,2, k, and k"(x ).
Note (i)"j means x

is in the jth place in the ordering determined by the point x

. That is
x

"j.
When G acts transitively and we label the points of  as described above, we will refer to the
construction as the fundamental representation of orbits of G.
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3.6. The Euler class in the orbit complex
By the theorem in Section 3, and Theorem 3.3.1 we know that the homology of orbH is given
by
H(orbH)
 if k is even,
0 otherwise.
We explicitly determine the generator in H of this complex using the fundamental representation
of orbits. We suppress the initial 0 when writing the permutations representing orbits.
Consider the 2-chain on orbH given by (1,2)!(2,1). This is obviously a 2-cycle (since there is
only one non-degenerate 1-cell), and any other non-trivial 2-cycle must be a multiple of this one. To
see that it does not bound we compute the boundary below, 
"


!


#


!


, and show that
it is zero on each generator of the group of 3-chains corresponding to a non-degenerate elements of
orbH

. (The boundary is also easily seen to be zero on the degenerate cells, but as far as the
computation of homology is concerned we can mod out by them before we start.) We list the
results, using the normalized fundamental representation, suppressing the initial 0 :

(1,2,3)"(1,2)!(1,2)#(1,2)!(1,2),

(1,3,2)"(2,1)!(2,1)#(1,2)!(1,2),

(2,1,3)"(2,1)!(1,2)#(1,2)!(2,1),

(2,3,1)"(1,2)!(2,1)#(2,1)!(1,2),

(3,1,2)"(1,2)!(1,2)#(2,1)!(2,1),

(3,2,1)"(2,1)!(2,1)#(2,1)!(2,1).
To describe the generator in cohomology de"ne the universal orbit cocycle, "(H), a homomor-
phism from the 2-chains on orbH to [1/2], by
(1,2)"#1/2,
(2,1)"!1/2.
Set  equal to 0 on a degenerate simplex and extend to all 2-chains by linearity.
Now  induces a well-de"ned homomorphism
[] :H

()P,
which we call universal orbit class.
We will generally delete the subscript H when we are referring to this class.
By construction  satis"es
e" 	,
where e is de"ned by formula (*). As we have just seen this cocycle generates the cohomology of
BH.
Therefore the classical discrete Euler class of H agrees with that dexned by (*).
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Consider an inclusion n :GPH, let H act on the simplicial orbits of a point, H"SH , and
suppose G acts on a contractible subsimplicial set, SH . There is an induced map of simplicial
groupoids
GSHPHH
which induces a map on bisimplicial sets
NGPNH
and therefore a map BGPBH, and in particular a map orb(n) from orb(G) to orb(H).
We de"ne the orbit cocycle of G to be the homomorphism
(G)"orb(n)H
and the the orbit class of G to be the induced homology class.
We summarize our constructions on the simplicial level.
4. Theory of the dual Euler class
4.1. Euler orbits
In Section 3.6 we constructed a homology class inH

(orbH), dual to [], which we will refer to
as the universal dual orbit class. It is the class of the cycle
E"(1,2)!(2,1)
in the fundamental representation of orbits.
Now we construct a homology class, [E]3H

(orbH), dual to [].
This requires more e!ort than may be immediately apparant. Summing up over all signed
permutations in dimension 2k (the natural choice), turns out to yield a cycle, but one which the
Euler class evaluates to k. So the appropriate subset of orbits must be determined over which to
add. We call these the Euler orbits.
De5nition. The orbit o

(x

,2, x ) is an Euler orbit (of dimension 2k) if x is "rst or second in the
ordering determined by x

. Then after deleting x

, and x

, the point x

is "rst or second in the
ordering determined by x

, etc. In general, after deleting all points with subscripts lower than
2i!2, for 1)i)k, the point x
 
is "rst or second in the ordering determined by x
 
.
Let EorbH

LorbH

denote the subset of Euler orbits. In the fundamental representation of
orbits this subset corresponds to a subset of (2k) which we denote E(2k).
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Set
E" 

sign() ) o(0, (1),2, (2k)). (1)
This is a 2k-chain on the simplicial set orbH.
Theorem 4.1.1. The 2k-chain E is a cycle.
Once Theorem 4.1.1 is proved we will show
Theorem 4.1.2. The 2k-cycle E is dual to the kth power of the universal orbit cocycle :
,E"1.
The proofs will require several preliminary constructions including an inductive description of
Euler orbits.
4.2. The face maps of orbH
The face maps on orbH

, in unnormalized form, are given by

o(x

,x

,2, x)"o(x , x ,2, x(  ,2, x ).
In normalized form 
 becomes

o

(x

,2, x)"o(h(x),2, h(x ))"o (h(x),2, h(x )),
where h3H is any homeomorphism satisfying h(x

)"x

.
The formula for 
 essentially changes base point from b to x

. It may equivalently be written
(after applying h), as

o

(x

,2, x)"o (x ,2,x ).
For 1)i)k, we have

o

(x

,2, x )"o (x ,2, x(  ,2,x).
We make the following elementary observation.
Lemma 4.2. For each i"0,2,2k, the function 
 : orbHPorbH , when restricted to non-
degenerate simplices, is 2k to 1.Moreover, half of the orbits in the inverse image of any non-degenerate
element of orbH

are associated to permutations which have a positive sign, and half have
a negative sign.
Proof. We use the fundamental representation of orbits. Fix i, 0)i)2k. Given o"o(x

,2,x ),
construct the 2k distinct orbits in (
)(
)(o), as follows.
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Switch the entries x

and x

#1 in o(x

, x

,2, x). This produces a new orbit whose ith face is
the same as the ith face of the original orbit, for there exists a homeomorphism of the circle
mapping x

"j to x

#1"j#1 and keeping all the other members of 

"xed.
Now iterate the switching operation. The second switch interchanges x

#1, and x

#2. After
m iterations x

#m is the ith coordinate of the new orbit. Stop when x

#m"2k.
Then switch x

and x

!1 and continue until x

!m"1.
Note that the procedure just described produces 2k simplices in the inverse image, and they are
all distinct.
To see that the inverse image of a given 
 contains exactly 2k elements, we count as follows.
There are (2k)! non-degenerate simplices in orbH

, and (2k!1)! in orbH

. Since each face
map is onto, the non-degenerate simplices of orbH

is the disjoint union of (2k!1)! subsets each
with at least 2k elements. But 2k elements in each subset exhausts all the 2k! non-degenerate
simplices of orbH

, so there could not be more, as claimed.
Finally, note that the sign of the permutation associated to an orbit changes each time we do
a switching operation. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
We now give an alternative construction of the 2k distinct, non-degenerate, 2k-simplices of
orbH in the inverse image of a given orbit under a given face map 
. This procedure does not
make use the fundamental representation of orbits.
Consider 
, 0)i)2k, and let
o"o(x

, x

,2, x)
be a 2k-simplex satisfying
x(x(2(x
(in the ordering induced by x

, and where (0)"x

). This time we construct 2k distinct orbits
o( j), j"1,2,2k by moving x into all the di!erent slots in the ordering while keeping the ordering
on the remaining elements "xed.
More precisely, for each j we choose a point x

 which satis"es
x

(x(x(2(x( (2(x ,
x(x(x(2(x( 2(x ,

x(x(x(2(x( 2(x (x .
Then we set
o( j)"o(x

, x

,2,x ,2, x).
In this 2k-tuple all the entries except the ith remain unchanged. Note 
 deletes the ith coordinate so

(o(m))"
(o(n)) for all m, n.
Note also that these formulas make sense for 
: namely the entry x

is moved through the
various 2k places in the given ordering to produce the orbits in the inverse image.
Finally, let us note that when a point is moved to a neighboring slot in the ordering the sign of
the permutation associated to the orbit changes. Precisely, this corresponds to changing  to
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 where if  satis"es (m)"p and (m#1)"q then  satis"es (m)"q and (m#1)"p. It follows
that  is odd so that  and  have opposite signs as claimed.
Geometrically, this construction of orbits can be viewed as follows. We have a set of 2k#1
points on the circle, x

,2,x, and a 2k-simplex (x ,2, x ) which represents an orbit. Given
i we remove x

. We have 2k intervals between the remaining points, and we construct the orbits o( j)
by moving x

into the various intervals. Each time we do so we rename the point as x

but keep it in
the same where it was in (x

,2,x). All the remaining entries of the (2k#1)-tuple remain exactly
the same.
4.3. The universal dual orbit class, and the proofs of Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
In this section we establish that the chain E is a cycle and that it is dual to the orbit class.
For Theorem 4.1.1 we, of course, need to check that the alternating sum of the 
's, applied to
E is 0. In fact, we will see that the homomorphism induced on chains by each 
 takes E to 0. This
follows immediately from Lemma 4.2 if we sum over all permutations in the formula for E,
¹E" 

sign() ) o((1),2,(2k)). (2)
instead of just the Euler permutations.
We will see later that the cycle given by (2) represents a certain multiple of the dual to the
universal Euler cocycle of the orbits.
We call the sum (2) the kth total universal dual orbit class.
We will "rst prove
Lemma 4.3.1. For each i"0,2,2k, the function 
 is a 2m to 1 map of E(2k) onto its image in
(2k!1). Moreover, half of the permutations in the inverse image of any element of (2k!1) have
a positive sign, and half have a negative sign.
Proof. Consider an Euler orbit o"o

(x

,2,x). Fix i, 0)i)k. Recall that the distinct orbits
in the inverse image under 
 of 
(o) are obtained by moving x

through the 2k slots of the cyclic
ordering of the points x

 of the orbit. To prove the lemma we will show by induction on k that
there are an even number of slots to which x

can be moved so that a given Euler orbit remains an
Euler orbit, and that the slots are divided equally among those associated to even permutations
and odd permutations.
Note "rst that there can be either one or two points between x

, and x

, if the orbit is to be Euler,
so 
 and 
 are always 2 to 1.
We will prove Lemma 4.3.1 by induction on k. To start the induction, when k"1, each of the
face maps 
, 
, and 
, are 2 to 1 maps of (2) onto (1), as we have seen explicitly in Section 3.6.
To carry out the inductive step, given o, remove x

and x

, and lower all the remaining
subscripts by 1. This produces an orbit o which is again Euler and of dimension 2k!1. By
induction, there are an even number of allowable slots to which the point x
 
can be moved so
that the orbit is Euler, and they are equally divided among positive and negative permutations.
Now consider o once more, and let us compare the number of allowable slots of o with those of
o. If x

and x

already have a point between them then x

cannot also be placed between them, and
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therefore no new slots are created in constructing o from o. On the other hand, if x

and x

have no
points between them then two new slots are created in the ordering when constructing o from o,
namely one between x

and one directly after x

.
As we already observed above when a point is moved to a neighboring slot in the ordering the
sign of the permutation associated to the orbit changes. This proves Lemma 4.3.1 and Theorem
4.1.1 follows easily.
To help carry out the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 we give an inductive construction of Euler orbits.
It's easier here not to assume that we are using the fundamental representation of orbits.
Let
o"o

(x

,2, x)
be an Euler orbit which is a 2k-simplex of orbH. We use o to construct 2(2k#1) distinct Euler
orbits each of which is a (2k#1)-simplex.
Suppose the entries of o are cyclically ordered
x

(x(2(x .
Raise each index by 2, while maintaining the order
x

(x(2(x .
Insert x

and x

into the 2k#1 places in the ordering so that x

always immediately follows x

:
x

(x

(x

(2(x ,
x

(x

(x

(2(x ,

x

(x(2(x(x(x . (3)
Then insert x

and x

into the 2k#1 places in the ordering so that x

and x

always have one
entry between them:
x

(x

(x

(2(x ,
x

(x

(x(x(2(x ,

x

(x(2(x(x(x . (4)
As o varies through the 2k simplices which are Euler orbits, the elements constructed above
exhaust all (2k#1)-simplices which are Euler orbits.
Note that the signs associated to the orbits constructed by (3) are all the same as that of
 whereas the orbits constructed by (4) are opposite from that of .
This allows us to count the number of Euler orbits in each dimension.
Proposition 4.3.2. There are 2 ) 1 ) 32(2k!1)"(2k)!/k! Euler orbits in dimension 2k.
Let us now prove Theorem 4.1.2 by induction. Assume
(E)"1.
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We claim
(E)"1.
For each 0)j)2k we construct a chain E

by reindexing the entries of E and inserting
x

and x

into the jth place after x

, just as in (3).
It follows that, for each j,
(E

)"1/2,
for the front two-dimensional face corresponds to an orbit whose points are ordered
x

(x

(x

,
which is the same as
x

(x

(x

,
so that  evaluates to 1/2, and on the back 2k-face  evaluates to 1 by induction.
Also for each 0)j)2k we construct a chain

E by reindexing the entries of E, inserting
x

into the j-th place after x

, and inserting x

so that there is one point between it and x

, just as
in (4).
In this case it follows that for j"0
(

E)"!1/2,
for the front two-dimensional face corresponds to an orbit whose points are ordered
x

(x

(x

,
so that  evaluates to!1/2, and on the back 2k-face e evaluates to 1 by induction. On the other
hand, for all j'0
(

E)"1/2,
for again the front two-dimensional face corresponds to an orbit whose points are ordered
x

(x

(x

,
so that  evaluates to 1/2, and on the back 2k-face 
 evaluates to 1 by induction.
Now
E"

(E

)!

(

E). (5)
Let us note that the sign of the permutation associated to the orbit changes to minus when x

and
x

are inserted with a point in between, as in (4). This explains the negative sign in the second
summation.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 we note that when  is evaluated all the terms with jO0
in the second summation cancel with terms in the "rst summation. The term with j"0 evaluates to
1/2 and adds to the remaining 1/2 from the "rst summation.
Corollary 4.3.3. The universal Euler cocycle of the orbits, , evaluated on the total 2k-cycle ¹E is k,
,¹E"k.
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Proof. We reexamine the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. We are now unconstrained in our placement of
x

and x

. That is, we can now further continue our construction of orbits in groups of two by
allowing two points, and then three points between x

and x

, and so on. If we are building¹E
inductively out of ¹E we end with 2k points between and then 2k#1 points between x

and x

.
In other words we repeat our previous construction k#1 times. The formula for ¹E now
involves k#1 double summands in the form of the right-hand side of (5), each one of which is
evaluated by the universal orbit class to 1. Therefore ¹E evaluates to k#1 as required.
4.4. The dual orbit class and the extended dual orbit class of G
We turn our attention now to a subgroup G of the group of homeomorphisms of the circle and
we construct the nth dual orbit class of G.
Suppose G acts on a symmetric subsimplicial set of the simplicial orbits which contains
a G-isotropic 2n-simplex. Write the points of the 2n-simplex as "0, 1,2, 2n where
0(1(2(2n.
De"ne
E(G)" 

sign() ) o(), (6)
and consider this sum to be a 2n-chain on orbG.
We will see that E(G) is a cycle. and represents an homology class dual to [(G)]. Our analysis of
the orbit class will require that we keep careful track of the identi"cations among the faces of the
chain E which make it into a cycle, so we take a closer look at how this occurs.
The most symmetrical way to manage the cancellations which make E into a cycle is to modify
the dual Euler cycle by adding up over all permutations, not just those "xing 0.
We de"ne the extended dual Euler cycle to be
XE(G)" 

sign() ) o((0),(1),2,(2n)). (7)
Note: We use unnormalized permutations, that is we do not assume 0 remains "xed.
We take a look at why this is a cycle.
4.5. Cancellation in pairs
Given a permutation "((0),2, (2n)), and 0)j)2n, we de"ne operators
w

:(2n#1)P(2n#1)
by
De5nition. The element w

() is the permutation obtained from  by switching the entries ( j) and
( j)#1 modulo 2n#1.
Recall Mod(2n#1) means that if ( j)"2n, then w

switches 2n and 0.
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Now, by by the 2n-isotropy property of the actionG, there is an element of Gmapping (i)#1 to
(i) and keeping all other points of  "xed.
Therefore we have
o(
)"o(
w

()),
o(
)"o(
w

()),
o(
)"o(
w

()),

o(
)"o(
w

()).
Explicitly, for 0)i)2n,
o(2,(i)Y ,2, (i)#1,2)"o(2,(i)#1Y ,2, (i),2). (8)
Remark. As  varies through all even permutationsw

() varies through all odd permutations. The
left-hand side of (8) is an Euler orbit if and only if the right-hand side is.
The latter statement holds because (i)#1 occupies the same position in the ordering of the
points as (i) once (i) is removed.
The face maps cancel in pairs in the following sense.
Consider the extended Euler cycle lifted to a chain on the complex H via the composite
HPNGPorbG.
XEY " 

sign() ) ((0),(1),2,(2k)).
Computing the chain boundary
d"



(!1)

on H gives
d(XEY (G))"d  sign() ) 
" 






(!1)
sign() )
" 
 





(!1)(
!
w

()).
In the last step we grouped each even permutation with an odd one whose face has the same orbit
as it does. This is what we mean by the faces cancelling in pairs. In particular we see thatXE(G) is
a cycle. Moreover, each Euler orbit in the formal sum cancels with another Euler orbit, which
shows again that E(G) is a cycle.
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4.6. The orbit class theorem
Now that we know that the chain
E(G)" 

sign() ) o()
is a cycle we can prove the orbit Class theorem.
Theorem 1. Let be the orbit of a point under the action of G. Let SH be any symmetric subcomplex of
H on which G acts, and let orbG be the resulting orbit complex. If SH contains a G-isotropic
2n-simplex then
[(G)] :H

(orbG)P
is onto for all k)n.
Proof. The statement holds because, by construction,
orb(i)HE(G)"E(H).
Then
(G),E(G)"orb(i)H(H),E(G)
"(H), orb(i)HE(G)
"(H),E(H)
"1.
So [(G)] provides a non-trivial homomorphism to the integers, as claimed.
Remark. The homology class of the nth power of the extended Euler cycle is 2n#1 times the
homology class of the nth power of the total Euler cycle, since in writing XE we have e!ectively
written, 2n#1 times, the formula for ¹E, once for each possible choice of the base point (0). The
homology class of XE does not depend on this choice. By Corollary 4.3.3,
,XE"n(2n#1).
5. Holonomy
5.1. Lifting the extended dual orbit class
To determine whether the powers of the discrete Euler class bound or not we must attempt to lift
the cycle representing the dual orbit class to a cycle on BG.
Suppose G acts on a contractible, symmetric subsimplicial set SH of the simplicial orbits of
a point, and SH contains a G-fundamental 2n-simplex. Then the nth extended orbit cycle exists, and
we lift it to a chain on NG. Its horizontal boundary will be a 1-cycle on the discrete groupoid
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G

whose homology class is the obstruction to pulling back the nth orbit class to a non-
vanishing class on BG.
Recall the notation established in Section 2.3 for morphisms in the discrete groupoid G


:
(F, (x

,2, x
 ), (y ,2, y
))
denotes a morphism from (x

,2, x
 ) to (y ,2, y
). In the sequel we will denote such a morphism
by
(x

,2, x
) P (y ,2, y
 ).
In case there is a unique morphism between two given non-degenerate objects (x

,2, x
) and
(y

,2, y
) of G
 , we will denote a morphism from (x ,2,x
) to (y ,2, y
)3G
 simply by
(x

,2, x
)P(y ,2, y
).
Let (p) denote the subgroup of the symmetric group (p) consisting of even permutations.
Recall
XE(G)" 

sign() ) o((0),2, (2k)),
and that this is a cycle whose homology class is non-trivial in the orbit complex.
We construct a lift XEY as follows:
XEY " 
	





(!1)(
P
w

)# 

sign() ), (9)
where 
P
w

 denotes the morphism with source 
 and target 
w

, which is unique.
The double sum which forms the "rst term of the formula is a linear combination of simplices of
N

G

and the second term is a linear combination of simplices of N

G

, so that XEY is
a 2k-chain on NG which is in the subgroup C

NG

C

NG

of 



C

NG


.
Formula (8) shows that XEY projects to XE. Furthermore the vertical boundary of the double
sum in (9) cancels with the horizontal boundary of the second sum so that the boundary d#d of
XEY is just given by
d 	





(!1)(
P
w

).
We can simplify the computation of the boundary d by making the observation that the inner
sum is irrelevant in the sense that 
 already carries all the data necessary to compute the image.
Lemma. The image under d of the lift of nth extended dual orbit class satisxes
d(XEY )"(2n#1) ) d 	 (
P
w).
Proof. We claim that for each j, 0)j)2n,
d(
P
w

)"d((!1)(
P
w

)).
Then adding up over all the faces 
 gives the result.
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Let us "rst consider the case when j is even. For each 3(2n#1) let  be the permutation
obtained by moving (0) directly to the right of ( j). The resulting permutation is even and P
gives a 1}1 correspondence of the elements of (2n#1) with itself.
By construction,






"





 ,
so that
d 	 (
P
w)"d  	 (
P
w ),
which is the desired result.
Now let j be odd. For each 3(2k#1), and for each i let  be the permutation obtained by
moving (0) directly to the right of ( j), and then interchanging (i) and (i#1). Again the resulting
permutation is even and P gives a 1}1 correspondence of the elements of (2n#1) with itself.
In this case,

(
(P
w

))"
(
 (P
w

 )).
Summing up over  gives

	


(P
w

)" 
 	


 (P
w

 ).
Then summing up over 
 proves the lemma.
So we now focus our attention on the chain
XE

(G)3C

(NG

)
de"ned by
XE
" 
	
(
P
w

).
This chain, written out in the components of , is

	
[((1),2, (0)#1,2(2n))P((1),2,(0),2(2n))]. (10)
We call (10) the lift of the nth extended dual orbit class.
Note the lift is the sum of (2n#1)!/2 morphisms; each morphism appearing in the sum moves
one and only one entry of the 2n-tuple which forms its source; namely it moves the point (0)#1 to
(0).
For example, XE

is the sum of the three morphisms
[(1,2)P(0,2)]#[(2,0)P(1,0)]#[(0,1)P(2,1)].
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In the "nal analysis, what we have done to lift the nth extended dual orbit class is to divide the
representatives of the orbits into two sets, one consisting of even permutations, one of odd, in such
a way that each even is naturally the source of a morphism which is matched to a target which is
odd.
5.2. Holonomy of the extended dual orbit class
We continue to assume that G acts on a contractible, symmetric, subsimplicial set SH of the
simplicial orbits of a point, and that SH contains a G-fundamental 2n-simplex "(0,1,2,2n).
Consider the horizontal boundary of XE

d(XE

)3C

(NG

).
This chain is a 1-cycle on the groupoid G

, both vertically and horizontally in the
bisimplicial setNG. Let us consider its vertical homology class, [d(XE

)], which is an element of
H

(BG

).
Recall, from Section 2,H

(BG

) is a direct sum indexed by the components of the groupoid
G

. Since "(0,1,2,2n) is fundamental the isotropy group of each face
(i, i#1,2, i#2n!2), of  is isomorphic to , and is generated by g .
Among the components of the groupoid G

are those containing objects which are
permutations of (2n!1)-tuples of the form (0,2,2n!2). Let us choose as base points for these
components the objects (0),(1),2,(2n!2), where 3(2n!1). So contained in
H

(BG

) is the subgroup


G
2 ,
all summands of which are identical and isomorphic to .
By construction [d(XE

)] is in this subgroup. In fact, it is also in the subgroup of horizontal
cycles
ker(d

) :H

(BG

)PH

(BG

),
which we denote by Z

(H

(BG

)).
Consider the projection of H

(BG

) onto the summand G
2
, which is the isotropy
group of the component of the identity permutation. The composite of d with this projection maps
EI  to an integer [(G)], which we de"ne to be the holonomy of the nth dual orbit class of G. It maps
XE

to an integer [X(G)], which we de"ne to be the holonomy of the nth extended dual orbit class
of G.
To uniquely specify the integer we choose an isomorphism PG
2
by assigning to
#1 the generator g

of G
2
. It maps the point 2n!1 to the point 2n.
5.3. Holonomy and the diwerential
Let (G,S,SH ,) be given.
We interpret the holonomy in terms of the spectral sequence, 2.6.2.
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There is a di!erential for n*1
H

(orbG)

P E

(11)
which we abbreviate as D.
The Vanishing Theorem. If the nth dual orbit class of G, [E(G)], maps under the diwerential D to an
element of inxnite order then the nth power of the Euler class,
[e(G)] :H

(BG)P
is zero.
Proof. We consider the following diagram:
From the convergence of the spectral sequence the composite D  	 is zero. The nth orbit class is
onto so H

(orbG) splits o! a  summand which is generated by [E(G)]. By hypothesis
D(m ) [E(G)]) is non-zero for each mO0, so the image ofH

(BG) inH

(orbG) does not intersect
this summand. Hence [e(G)]"0.
The spectral sequence Proposition 2.6.2 associated to the bisimplicial set NG allows us to
determine a function which represents the di!erential D.
We construct the homological holonomy map,
H :Z

(orbG)PZ

(H

BG

)
as follows.
Recall G


is a discrete simplicial groupoid and NG is obtained by extending horizontally by
the nerve of each groupoid.
Given a cycle z3Z

(orbG) we can lift it to a chain c(z)3CH (NG). We take the horizontal
boundary of the summand in C

(NG

), and de"ne the nth homological holonomy map to be
H(z)"d(c(z)Y ).
Note that the resulting chain H(z) is a cycle, both vertically and horizontally, so that the
holonomy map has its image in the group Z

(H

(BG

)).
If we pass to the quotient we obtain a function
[H] :H

(orbG)PZ

(H

(BG

))
by choosing for each homology class a representative cycle and mapping it by H.
The homological holonomy map H induces the di!erential in the following way.
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The group Z

(H

(BG

)) is by de"nition
ker(d

) :H

(BG

)PH

(BG

)
so it contains
im(d

) :H

(BG

)PH

(BG

).
and the quotient of the two groups is E

.
The composite
Z

(orbG) P Z

(H

(BG

)) P E

represents D. That is, D is the composite Q  [H].
H

(orbG) P Z

(H

(BG

)) P E

and we point out again that [H] is not a homomorphism in general.
Consider the diagram
Both [] and p split back so that the following diagram also commutes.
5.4. Ewectiveness
We de"ne q to be the composite of j with the homomorphsim Q as shown.
De5nition. The holonomy of the nth dual orbit class is e!ective if qh is injective.
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After splitting o!  summands fromH

(orbG) and fromZ

(H

(BG

)) we can rewriteD as
a composite
APBPE

where the "rst map, [H] is given by 1P in the  factor, and the second map Q restricts to the
 factor as q.
Now we will prove Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Suppose G is a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of the circle and that
(G,S,SH ,) is residually (2n!1)-free. Then the holonomy of the nth dual orbit class of G is
ewective.
Recall (G,X,SH ) is 2n-free if the isotropy group of (x ,2, x) is trivial for each non-degenerate
2n-simplex (x

,2, x) of SH , and (G,X,SH , ) is residually 2n-free if there exists an 2n-free
4-tuple (G,X, SH ,) and a natural map
(, f ) : (G,X, SH ,)P(G,X, SH , ).
So let (G,X,SH ,) be 2n-free. Let us also assume Theorem 2 (which is the main step in the
vanishing Theorem and which will be proved in Sections 6 and 7), so that we know that the
holonomy h is non-trivial.
In that case, the composite of maps in the sequence
H

(orbG) P Z

(H

(BG

)) 
P G
2
is onto.
By naturality we have such a sequence for G as well and a diagram
Note G
2
exists and is isomorphic to  since, by assumption, there is a G-fundamental
2n-simplex (0,1,2,2n). Furthermore, by naturality, the map furthest to the right between the
sequences is an isomorphism. Therefore the composite of the two lower maps is also onto, and
G
2
splits as B.
So consider the diagram
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Now we make use of the hypothesis that G acts 2n-freely. Then all the isotropy groups of
G

are degenerate with respect to the horizontal simplicial structure of NG, so that
im(d

) is trivial in H

(G

), which implies that Q is an isomorphism. Therefore the
 summand of B maps injectively to (E)

, and hence the  summand of B injects in
E

, as well. This shows that D is e!ective and proves Theorem 4.
The image of the dual orbit class in the isotropy group of the identity permutation under this
homomorphism satis"es
n ) p  [H][E(G)]"[X(G)].
To see this observe that in constructing the extended orbit class we multiplied the total orbit
class by 2n#1. Then in de"ning X

we divided by 2n#1. Therefore the image agrees with that
of the holonomy of the total orbit class which is n times that of the dual orbit class.
The integer (G) then satis"es
n[(G)]"[X(G)]. (12)
We have shown that if [(G)] is a non-zero integer, and the holonomy of the nth dual orbit class
is e!ective, then [e(G)]"0. This is Theorem 3.
By Theorem 5 the genus g based mapping class groups are residually (2g!1)-free, and by
Theorem 4 the holonomy is e!ective. So to complete the proof of the Holonomy Theorem and its
application to the mapping class groups we must compute [(G)].
5.5. Example: G"PS¸(2,)
We compute [

] when G"PS¸(2,).
The group G acts on S"R by xP(ax#b)/(cx#d). The isotropy group of R is the
group of integer translations, so unit translation is the unique homeomorphism mapping 0 to 1.
The homeomorphism xP!x/(x!1) is the unique homeomorphism which "xes 0 and maps 1 to
R, and xP3/(x#2) is the unique homeomorphism which "xes 1 and mapsR to 0. Further-
more, G acts 2-freely on the circle. Note that these three homomorphisms are all conjugate in
G since the homeomorphism xP!1/(x!1) maps (0, 1,R) to (1,R, 0).
We claim [(G)]"!6.
We compute [dXE

]"[(G)], whereXE

(see formula (10)) is the sum of the three morphisms
[(1,R)P(0,R)]#[(R, 0)P(1,0)]#[(0,1)P(R, 1)].
The horizontal boundary of this chain is the sum of six signed morphisms of G

,
(G)"#####,
where
"[(1) ,R)P(0) ,R)],
"![(1,R) )P(0,R) )],
"[(R) ,0)P(1) ,0)],
"![(R, 0) )P(1,0) )],
"[(0) ,1)P(R) ,1)],
"![(0,1) )P(R, 1) )].
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A word about this notation: [(1) ,R)P(0) ,R)] is the unique morphism with source and target
R which corresponds to a homeomorphism mapping 1 to 0; [(1,R) )P(0,R) )] is the unique
morphism with source 1 and target 0 which mapsR to itself, and so on.
Now consider what happens when we replace all the minus signs by plus signs in (G). The sum
!#!#! is homologous in H

(G

) to the composite of the six morphism in the
following order:
[(1) ,R)P(0) ,R)],
[(R, 0) )P(1, 0) )],
[(0) , 1)P(R) , 1)],
[(1,R) )P(0,R) )],
[(R) , 0)P(1) , 0)],
[(0, 1) )P(R, 1) )].
The composite is a morphism with source and targetR which corresponds to a homeomor-
phism which also maps 1 to 1. It is therefore the identity and consequently the sum
!#!#! is homologous to 0.
It follows that (G) is homologous to 2(##).
Now  and  are conjugate to , as noted above, so that 

is homologous to 6 ) , and
 corresponds to the homeomorphism x!1.
With our convention for identifying homeomorphisms with integers it follows that (G) is
homologous to!6 as claimed.
6. The structure of the groupoid G

Consider again the 1-chain, (10), on the groupoid G

:
XE
" 
	
[((1),2,(0)#1,2(2n))P((1),2,(0),2(2n))].
Note that d(XE

) is formally the sum of n(2n#1)! faces which are all morphisms of the groupoid
G

.
De5nitions. Any morphism of G

which appears in the sum d(XE

) is an allowable mor-
phisms; any object of G

is allowable if it is the source or target of an allowable morphism.
Recall,X

is formed by summing those terms in d(XE

) which lie in the identity component of
G

, that is the component containing the object
(0, 1,2,2n!2).
To facilitate computing (G) we place the allowable vertices of the identity component in
a convenient way at lattice points in the plane so that the morphisms become horizontal or vertical
line segments connecting adjacent points.
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Fig. 1. The fundamental band.
6.1. The structure of the objects of G

Let us "nd the allowable objects which lie in the identity component of G

. This component
contains the objects formed by cyclic permutations of
(0, 1,2, 2n!2):
(1,2, 2n!2, 0),2, (2n!2, 0, 1,2, 2n!1),
and contains no other permutations of (0,1,2,2n!2).
The allowable objects are obtained by choosing 2n!2 distinct elements from the set
0, 1,2, 2n. Two allowable objects lie in the same component of the groupoid if one can be
obtained from the other by a sequence of cyclic permutations.
Therefore we can count the number of allowable objects in the identity component, or in fact any
component.
Proposition 6.1.1. There are

2n#1
2n!1 ) (2n!1)"n(2n#1)(2n!1)
allowable vertices in each component of G

.
Consider the plane with coordinates (x, y). Fix an integer n*1, and let S

be the square
(x,y)  0)x, y)n(2n#1)!1. We de"ne a region, the n-band, B

, in the plane as follows:
B

"(x, y)3S

 x#1)y)x#2n.
In Fig. 1 we have connected the lattice points with horizontal and vertical line segments. We will
see in the next section that these correspond to allowable morphisms.
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Fig. 2. Triangles of the fundamental band.
Fig. 3. The fundamental band B

.
We next divide the vertices of the n-band into 2n#1 right triangles with 2n!1 vertices on each
leg. To accomplish this we "rst break the square S

into horizontal strips of width 2n!1, and
vertical strips of width 2n!1. These strips intersect in squares of size (2n!1)(2n!1) so there
are (n(2n#1)!1)/(2n!1)"n#1 horizontal strips lying inside the square S

. Each strip con-
tains two triangular regions, except the lowest strip which contains only one. Therefore there are
2n#1 triangles each one containing (1#2#(2n!1)) vertices. See Fig. 2.
Counting the total number of lattice points lying in B

gives
Proposition 6.1.2. The number of lattice points in B

is
(2n#1)(1#2#2n!1)"n(2n#1)(2n!1).
This agrees with the number of allowable vertices of G

.
Note that when n"1 the triangles are degenerate, that is they reduce to points, and there are
three of them identi"ed with the vertices of the band B

which is a triangle (see Fig. 3).
We now label the lattice points in B

by objects of G

.
An allowable object (a

,2, a) in the identity component of the groupoid G is
formed by deleting two entries of (0, 1,2, 2n), and then cyclically ordering the remaining
components so that a

is "rst. So the object is completely determined by knowing which two
integers in 0, 1,2, 2n are to be omitted when forming (a ,2, a), and knowing the leading
entry a

.
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Consider the subdivision of the n-band formed by the 2n#1 triangles, constructed above. We
totally order the triangles: the 0th triangle is the one in the upper right-hand corner of the band. Its
successor, triangle 1, is the one directly to its left. In general, the succesor of any given even triangle
is the one to the left of it, and the successor of an odd one is the one directly below it. The last
triangle is the one in the lower left hand corner (see Fig. 2).
We associate to the point (i, j)3B

the object f (i, j)"3G

, as follows. If (i, j) lies in triangle
k then f (i, j)" is determined by
(i) (0)"k,
(ii) (0)(2((2n) in the cyclic ordering of points of the circle, and
(iii) the points imod(2n#1), and jmod(2n#1) of  are omitted.
Proposition 6.1.3. The function f sets up a 1}1 correspondence between the vertices of B

and the
allowable objects of G

.
Proof. We "rst observe that the function f used to set up the correspondence is well de"ned.
Consider a point (i, j) in triangle k. We need to see that neither imod(2n#1) nor jmod(2n#1) can
be equal to k. Looking at the horizontal strips of width 2n!1 which we used to subdivide the
vertices of the band into triangles, we see that the points in the lowest one, which we will call the
0th, satisfy 1)j)2n!1. So f (i, j) for (i, j) in this strip never omits jmod(2n#1)"
2nmod(2n#1). The next strip, the 1st does not contain the line jmod(2n#1)"2n!
2mod(2n#1), nor the line jmod(2n#1)"2n!1mod(2n#1). So f (i, j) for (i, j) in this strip never
omits jmod(2n#1)"2n!2 mod(2n#1), nor jmod(2n#1)"2n!1mod(2n#1). In this man-
ner we see that the kth horizontal strip, 0)k)n, does not contain the lines
j"2n!2kmod(2n#1), nor the line j"2n!2k#1mod(2n#1). So f (i, j) for (i, j) in the kth strip
never omits j"2n!2kmod(2n#1), nor the line j"2n!2k#1mod(2n#1). Now the kth
horizontal strip contains the triangles labelled 2n!2k and 2n!2k#1. Therefore, f (i, j) for (i, j) in
triangle m does not omit m mod(2n#1).
Carrying out a similar analysis for the vertical strips, we see that the lth vertical strip, 0)l)n,
does not contain the lines imod(2n#1)"2n!2l, nor the line imod(2n#1)"2n!2l!1, So
f (i, j) for (i, j) in the lth strip never omits imod(2n#1)"2n!2l, nor j"2n!2l!1. The lth
horizontal strip contains the triangles labelled 2n!2l and 2n!2l!1, so that f (i, j) for (i, j) in
triangle m does not omit imod(2n#1)"m.
This completes the proof that f is well de"ned.
We now show that f is 1!1. If (i, j) and (i, j) are distinct points in the fundamental band, then
either they are in di!erent triangles in which case their leading entries under f are di!erent, or they
are in the same triangle. In the latter case either iOi or jOj. Say iOi. The legs of each triangle
have length 2n!2 so that i!i)2n!2. Therefore i and i are distinct mod 2n#1, which means
that f (i, j) and f (i, j) omit di!erent points so that they are distinct as well.
We have already shown that B

and the set of allowable objects of G

have the same
number of points, so that f is an isomorphism, as claimed.
Fig. 4 shows the band B

labelled by objects of G

.
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Fig. 4. The fundamental band B

.
6.2. Structure of the morphisms of G

Consider once more the cycle X. It is a sum of signed morphisms whose terms are the
horizontal faces of the chain
XE
" 
	
[((1),2,(0)#1,2,(2n))P((1),2,(0),2,(2n))],
which are in the identity component of BG

. Each coe$cient is plus or minus 1 depending on
whether the face is even or odd.
Let us observe that each face of d(XE

) occurs n times with the same sign. For if 
 is applied to
a morphism in the sum (10) it produces the same result as applying 
 to the morphism obtained
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by moving (i#1) in the source and the corresponding coordinate in the target 2j slots to the right
or left. There are n such slots, and a move, as described, replaces an even permutation by another
even permutation.
We pointed out earlier that XE

is a sum of (2n#1)!/2 morphisms, and that consequently
d(XE

) is a sum of n(2n#1)! morphisms. The morphisms are divided equally among the (2n!2)!
components of G

so we "nd:
Proposition 6.2.1. The cycle X is a sum of n(2n#1)!/(2n!2)! morphisms. Each morphism appears
with multiplicity n.
Let us count the number of morphisms which map a given object of G

to itself. There is one
such morphism corresponding to each simplex of the chainXE

. Namely, it is the morphism given
by the face which deletes (0)#1 in the source and (0) in the target.
Proposition 6.2.2. The formal sum X has
(2n#1)!/2(2n!2)!"(2n#1)(n)(2n!1)
base point preserving terms, and each one appears n times.
Then we can also count the morphisms whose source is not equal to its target.
Proposition 6.2.3. The number of non-base point preserving allowable morphisms in the identity
component is
n(2n#1)!/(2n!2)! (2n#1)!/2(2n!2)!"(2n#1)(n)(2n!1),
and each one appears n times.
To incorporate all the allowable morphisms as line segments joining lattice points in the band we
close up B

as follows. Place another copy of triangle 2n above the triangle 0 so that the leg
corresponding to x"0 lies on the line y"n(2n#1) and the direction corresponding to increasing
ymatches that of increasing x. We also label this triangle 2n and identify the two triangles labelled
2n in the way described above. We connect the 2n!1 lattice points at the i"0 edge of triangle 2n
with the j"n(2n#1)!1 edge of triangle 0. See Fig. 5.
This identi"cation turns the band into a Mobius band. In Fig. 6 we have shown how to
incorporate the new line segments in B

. They join 023, 013, and 012 on the y"9 edge to 423, 413,
and 412 on the x"0 edge.
Proposition 6.2.4. There is a 1}1 correspondence between the horizontal and vertical line segments
connecting adjacent lattice points of the closed band B

and the allowable morphisms of G

.
Proof. Any line segment under consideration connects one object to another which is obtained
from it by deleting an entry m, replacing it by m#1 or m!1, and keeping all other entries "xed.
Every morphism occurring in the sumX has this form and leads from the (2n!1)-tuple with the
larger entry to the one with the smaller entry.
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Fig. 5. The closed fundamental band.
Fig. 6.
Let us count the number of horizontal and vertical line segments in the closed band and see that
it equals the number of distinct allowable morphisms of G

. This would show that the
correspondence is 1}1.
The situation for n"1 is slightly special because the triangles in the fundamental band are
degenerate; we treat this case seperately.
First consider n'1. There are 2n#1 triangles inB

; each triangle contains 2n!1 lattice points
on each leg, so has 2n!2 segments lying on each edge. Therefore the number of horizontal line
segments within each triangle is 1#2#2#(2n!2), and likewise for the vertical line segments.
Each triangle also has 2n!1 segments connecting it to its successor, and the triangle labelled 2n
has 2n!1 segments connecting it back to triangle 0. This exhausts all the segments in B

.
Counting them gives
(2n#1)[2(1#2#2#2n!2)]#(2n#1)(2n!1)"(2n#1)(2n!1),
which agreees with the number of objects in G

.
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When n"1 this count is also correct, but in this case, (and only in this case), there is a diagonal
line segment connecting two of the lattice points - those corresponding to the degenerate triangles
labelled 0 and 2. See Fig. 3.
7. Calculation of the holonomy
We consider once more
X3Z

(BG

),
and its homology class
[X]3H

(BG

).
Recall the elementX is a formal sum of morphisms of G

, and the class [X] is an element
of the subgroup H

(G
2
) of H

(BG

). The group G
2
, and hence
H

(G
2
) is isomorphic to .
We made a speci"c choice of isomorphism by assigning to #1 the generator of
G
2
which maps the point 2n!1 to the point 2n.
Theorem. Let SH be an admissable simplicial set on which G acts 2n-freely and which contains
a G-fundamental 2n-simplex. Then [(G)]"!(2n)(2n#1).
Proof. We break the calculation into two parts. The chain X has the form


(!1)
((1),2,(0)#1,2(2n))P((1),2,(0),2(2n)),
where the sum is taken over all even permutations  and faces j so that

((1),2,(0)#1,2(2n))P((1),2,(0),2(2n))
is a morphism in the identity component of G

.
Among the terms of X are those, XH , which preserve an object of G . The remaining
morphisms, X

, map a source object to a target object which is di!erent. We write
X"XH#X , and compute the contribution to the holonomy of each summand.
Each object preserving morphism represents an element in H

(G
2
), and hence can be
identi"ed with an integer. Therefore the homology class of XH as well as that of X is an
element of H

(G
2
), and can be identi"ed with an integer. We compute both [XH] and
[X

].
7.1. Calculation of the object-preserving holonomy
We compute [XH], and show that it is equal to!(2n!1)(n)(2n#1). Consequently, see (12),
[H]"!(2n!1)(2n#1).
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Let us analyze a typical morphism which occurs as a term in the formal sum XH . It takes the
form
(!1)
[((1),2,(0)#1,2,(2n))P((1),2,(0),2,(2n))] (13)
where j is the integer for which 
 omits the entry (0)#1 in the source and hence (0) in the target.
Furthermore  is an even permutation which satis"es the condition that when the components (0)
and (0)#1 are omitted the entries of the remaining (2n!1)-tuple are cyclically ordered.
Lemma 7.1. The integer j in the term (13) is even.
Proof. Equivalent to the statement of the lemma is that (0)#1 occurs in an even numbered
position in the source of the morphism
[((1),2,(0)#1,2(2n))P((1),2,(0),2(2n))],
where we count the initial position (1) as the 0th.
Let m be the number of the position of (0)#1. Consider the even permutation which occurs in
the source
"((0),(1),2,(0)#1,2,(2n)).
It takes an even number of elementary moves to restore this permutation to the identity permuta-
tion. Let us "rst move (0) directly to the left of (0)#1. This takes m steps. Now let us move (0)
and (1) simultaneously to their consecutive places in the cyclic ordering of the remaining points.
This takes an even number of moves, and the entries of the (2n!1)-tuple are now cyclically
ordered. Finally, an even number of steps restores this cyclic ordering to the identity. Now the total
mumber of moves must be even, hence m must also be even.
We have shown that every term of XH appears with a coezcient of#1.
Let us further analyze the terms ofXH . Every morphism corresponds to the unique element g of
G
2
( 
Y 2  which "xes all but two points, say p and p#1, and maps p#1 to p.
To "nd the homology class inH

(G
2
) determined by g we can conjugate g to an element
of G
2
via the homeomorphism h in G which maps (0,2,2n!1, 2n) to (p#2,2, p, p#1).
Then hgh maps 2n!1 to 2n!2 and corresponds to a negative integer under our identi"cation
of H

(G
2
) with .
The integer XH is minus the total number of base point preserving morphisms in XH which
we proved in Proposition 6.2.2 is!(2n!1)(n)(2n#1) as claimed.
This completes the computation of the "xed object part of the holonomy for all n*1.
We next compute [

], but illustrate the method "rst with the case n"1.
7.2. Calculation of 

Recall
XE
"[(1,2)P(0,2)]#[(2,0)P(1,0)]#[(0,1)P(2,1)].
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Therefore
X

"![(1,2) )P(0,2) )]![(2,0) )P(1,0) )]![(0,1) )P(2,1) )].
Remark. A 1-cycle in BG

of the form m#m, where m is the inverse morphism of m, is
homologous to 0. Furthermore m#n is homologous to the composite m  n. We can therefore
replace minus terms in a formal sum of allowable morphisms by minus the corresponding inverse
morphism, and a sum of two composable morphisms by their composite.
We claim
[X

]![XH]"0.
To see this we proceed as in Section 5.5.
The cycle X

!XH is homologous to the composite of the six morphism
[(1) ,2)P(0) ,2)],
[(2,0) )P(1,0) )],
[(0) ,1)P(2) ,1)],
[(1,2) )P(0,2) )],
[(2) ,0)P(1) ,0)],
[(0,1) )P(2,1) )].
This is a morphism at point 2 which furthermore corresponds to a homeomorphism which maps
1 to 1, and therefore must be the identity. This veri"es the above claim.
It follows that
[X

]"[XH]"!3.
This completes the proof of the vanishing Theorem in the case n"1.
7.3. The simplicial structure of B

We describe a simplicial complex, which we also call B

which realizes the closed n-band for
n'1.
Let the vertices, B

be the allowable objects of G

, or equivalently the lattice points in the
n-band. Let the 1-simplices, B

be the allowable non-object-preserving morphisms of G

, or
equivalently the horizontal and vertical line segments of unit length in the closed n-band.
In this way, B

 can be viewed as a union of squares of the form given in Fig. 7, where
i!1)x)i, i"1,2, n(2n#1)!2,
j!1)y)j, j"3,2, n(2n#1),
and each edge corresponds to an allowable morphism.
We order the vertices of the simplicial complex by putting an arrow pointing to the right on all
the horizontal edges of the closed band, and an arrow pointing upward on all vertical edges. The
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Fig. 7.
object at the tail of the arrow is less than the object at the tip. Let us recall that an allowable
morphism, that is a morphism which appears in the formal sum X, always lowers by 1,
mod(2n#1) the only coordinate which it moves. So the ordering is a(b when a is the source and
b is the target of an allowable morphism, and the ordering determines arrows on the horizontal and
vertical 1-simplices pointing from source to target. We use the arrow primarily to record the
direction in which the homeomorphism corresponding to each morphism moves points.
There is a map
F : B

PBG

obtained by identifying each vertex with its corresponding object in G

, and each 1-simplex
with its corresponding morphism in G

.
Under the map F,B

 is identi"ed with a subcomplex of the 1-skeleton of BG

.
Next we add 1-simplices diagonally between the lower left-hand corner and the upper right-hand
corner of each of the squares and then adjoin two 2-simplices in each square to form B

.
We extend the ordering by placing an arrow pointing from the lower left-hand corner of each
unit square to the upper right-hand corner. This ordering induces a total ordering on each simplex
of B

.
We now identify B

 with a subcomplex of the 2-skeleton of NG

. In order to do this we
need to observe below that each diagonal arrow corresponds to a well-de"ned morphism of
G

.
Consider the image of the perimeter of any square (see Figs. 7 and 8) under F. There is
a morphism in G

which is the composite of the allowable morphism corresponding to the
upper horizontal edge of the square with the left-hand vertical edge. This produces a 1-simplex in
the realization joining the lower left-hand corner with upper right corner of each square. Similarly,
there is a morphism in G

which is the composite of the allowable morphism corresponding to
the right-hand vertical edge with the lower horizontal edge. This again produces a 1-simplex in the
realization joining the lower left-hand corner with upper right-hand corner of each square.
These two morphisms along the diagonal are the same, as we shall now see. Recall a morphism in
G

has the form ( f, p), where f is in G, and p is and object of the groupoid.
The top and bottom morphisms both map i to i!1 mod(2n#1) and keep all other points of


"xed. There is a unique element in G with this property so these morphisms are given by the
action of a common g3G on two di!erent (2n!2)-tuples. Likewise, the vertical morphisms both
map j to j!1mod(2n#1), and keep all other points of 

"xed. So there is a common h3G
acting on two di!erent (2n!2)-tuples which determines these two morphisms. The composite of
the left and top morphism produces (gh, p) where p is the object at the lower left corner, and the
composite of the bottom and the right morphism produces (hg, p).
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Now we will observe that (gh, p)"(hg, p), or in other words that the diagonal morphisms are the
same.
The argument follows.
By construction the top and bottom edges of each such square correspond to morphisms which,
considered as elements of G, lie in the isotropy group G
 2
where a

,2, a is the 2n!1
element subset of 

whose complement is j!1, j. The vertical edges are morphisms which
considered as elements of G, lie in the isotropy group G
	 2	 
where b

,2, b is a 2n!1
element subset of 

whose complement is i!1, i.
We claim i!1, i is disjoint from j!1, j.
To verify this let us "x x"i!1 and x"i and consider all squares which lie on a vertical strip
between x"i!1 and x"i. The lowest square has its bottom horizontal edge on the line
y"I#1 and the top square has its uppermost horizontal edge on y"i#2n!1. This means that
j satis"es
i#1)j!1)i#2n!2
for any square of the form shown in Fig. 6, which lies in the vertical strip between x"i!1 and
x"i. Now as we observed each horizontal edge in the strip is in the group G
2
where the
complement of a

,2, a is j!1, j, and j!1, j is one of the sets
i#1, i#2, i#2, i#3,2, i#2n!2, i#2n!1.
Modulo 2n#1 these sets are
i#1, i#2, i#2, i#3,2, i!3, i!2,
which proves the claim.
Returning to a consideration of the map F, we can now extend F to the 1-skeleton of K

by
assigning to each diagonal simplex the morphism (gh, p) which is the composite of the left and top
morphism or equivalently (hg, p) which is the composite of the bottom and the right morphism
produces (hg, p). Each of these composable pairs determines a 2-simplex in the nerve of G

so
F further extends to a map F de"ned on B

, and identi"es B

, with a subcomplex of the
2 skeleton of NG

, as we needed to show.
This analysis shows that all the squares in the band are "lled in BG

. So any map of the
circle into BG

which maps to the perimeter of one of the squares is homotopic to zero in
BG

. Furthermore, since the band is homotopy equivalent to a circle, any two loops which
wrap around the band the same number of times, in the same direction, form homologous 1-cycles
in BG

.
Signs. We assign a# or a! to each edge of B

according to whether the corresponding
allowable morphism appears with a coe$cient of#1 or!1 in the formal sumX

, and we call
this the sign of the allowable morphism.
Example. Consider the horizontal edge at the top right-hand corner of B

. It corresponds to the
allowable morphism
(0,1,2, 2n!3, 2n!1)P(0, 1,2, 2n!3, 2n!2).
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Fig. 8. Interior vertex con"gurations.
Fig. 9. Interior vertex con"gurations.
Its sign is found as follows. It arises from the morphism
(2n!2, 0, 1,2, 2n!3, 2n!1, 2n)P(2n!1, 0, 1,2, 2n!3, 2n!2, 2n)
(note the source is an even permutation), by taking the 0th face followed by the (2n!1)th face. This
gives it a negative sign.
From this example the signs of all the remaining edges ofB

can be deduced. The signs alternate
from one edge to the next in moving along any horizontal line, and similarly they alternate in
moving along any vertical line, for consecutive horizontal edges, or consecutive vertical edges result
from applying consecutive face maps, 

, and 

.
Every vertex of the band has four edges attached to it, counted without multiplicity, except for
those at the diagonal boundaries, which have two. At an interior vertex the two con"gurations
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and are possible.
These are the only two possibilities for the signs, because X

is a cycle and the four edges
correspond to morphisms which when added with the appropriate coe$cient form a summand,
and the only summand, of X

whose boundary as a chain gives a multiple of the vertex. So that
vertex sum must vanish. The two horizontal morphisms of Fig. 8 each contribute a minus at the
vertex, and the two vertical ones each contribute a plus. The two horizontal morphisms of
Fig. 9 contribute pluses and the two vertical ones contribute minuses.
Consider once again the vertex (0,1,2,2n!2) at the top right-hand corner of the band. As we
saw in the above example the edge connecting it to (0,1,2,2n!3,2n!1) carries a minus. There
are an odd number of edges, namely 2n!1, on each horizontal line in the n-band, so the edge
furthest to the left on that line also carries a minus. From Fig. 8 we see that each horizontal edge on
the left diagonal boundary must carry a minus sign, and from Fig. 9, we see that each horizontal
edge on the right diagonal boundary must also carry a minus sign. So the edges on each horizontal
line have the same pattern: they start with a minus on the right diagonal edge and "nish with
a minus on the left diagonal edge. And all the edges which run along the right and left diagonal
boundary have a minus sign.
From these observations we conclude that the signs of the morphisms forming any of the squares
in the band are as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
In particular, all the squares adjacent to the right diagonal of the band are of the type in
Fig. 9 and all the squares adjacent to the left diagonal of the band are of the type in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Signs of morphisms.
Fig. 11. Signs of morphisms.
Another way of viewing the open n band and its signed edges, for n'1, is to look at Fig. 7 and
see it as being made up of 2n!1 parallel staircases. Counting either from right to left or left to
right, the "rst has all its edges negative, the second has all its edges positive, and the signs alternate
"nishing with negative.
7.4. Calculation of the non-object-preserving holonomy
We begin our calculation of the holonomy by isolating some particular 1-cycles in BG

.
7.4.1. Special cycles on B

We construct a particular 1-cycle 

on B

which zig-zags through the band.
Beginning with (0,1,2, 2n!2) add up all the oriented edges on the horizontal line through this
vertex, and give each a coe$cient of#1. The last vertex is (1,2, 2n!1), and we have run through
all the objects which delete 2n. Then add up all the edges on the vertical line through the vertex
(1,2, 2n!1), and give each a coe$cient of #1. The last vertex before closing the loop is
(2,2, 2n), and we have run through all the objects which delete 0. Continue in this manner, moving
in an alternating fashion, vertically and horizontally from diagonal boundary to diagonal bound-
ary, and giving all edges a plus sign.
The loop passes through the vertices
(0, 1,2, 2n!2),
(1,2, 2n!1),
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(2,2, 2n),
(32, 2n, 0),

(2n, 0,2, 2n!3),
(0, 1,2, 2n!2)
in order.
In this illustration of the loop we have added an extra horizontal row of squares at the top of the
band which is to be identi"ed with the "rst vertical row of squares at the lower left in order to form
the closed band. The ends of the boldface line then match up. Recall that the identi"cation is done
with a twist so it forms a Mobius Band. Note that when rows are added to the top of the band
which are identi"ed with those at the bottom the description of the orientation is consistant; that is
arrows still point upward or to the right. The row of squares second from the top includes the
morphisms which are added to the original band to close it up. The vertex (0, 1,2, 2n!2) is
denoted by * in the diagram.
Similarly, we can construct a loop 

which begins at the diagonal vertex just below it,
(0,1,2,2n!2Y ,2n!1Y ,2n), and zig-zags through the band with its edges parallel to, and just below
those of 

. Again, we give each edge a coe$cient of#1.
Continuing in this manner, we construct 2n!1 distinct loops, 

,2 , where  , starts and
"nishes at (0,1,2,2n!iY ,2n!i#1Y ,2,2n).Note that every edge of the n band appears once in the sum #2# , and with
a coe$cient of#1.
We "x n and consider again
X"XH#X .
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As we pointed out earlier all of the coe$cients of XH are#1, but some of the coe$cients of
X

are#1 and some are!1.
Let us take all the summands of X

and change the negative signs to positive.
Explicitly we write
X

"X

!X

where X

are those edges which appear with a plus and X

are those which appear with
a minus.
Then
X"XH#X!X
Lemma 7.4.1.
[XH#X#X]"0.
The lemma says if we change all minuses to pluses inX we get a 1-cycle which is homolgous to
0. To prove it we proceed as in Sections 5.5 and 7.2.
Proof. Consider the loop 

. All the coe$cients are#1, so we think of it as looping upward
through the band.
If we begin at
(2,2, 2n)
then it passes through the corner vertices in the order
(2, 3,2, 2n),
(1, 22, 2n!1),
(0, 1,2, 2n!2),
(2n, 0,2, 2n!3),

(3, 4,2, 0).
The sequence of morphisms connecting the vertices correspond to elements of G which "x,
respectively, 0,2n,2,1.
After each sequence of morphisms connecting two corner vertices let us compose with the term of
XH which is the base-point-preserving morphism at that point. We claim that the "nal composite
is the identity.
Those base-point-preserving morphisms at the points
(1, 22, 2n!1),
(0, 1,2, 2n!2),
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(2n, 0,2, 2n!3),

(3, 4,2, 0),
(2, 3,2, 2n).
correspond to homeomorphisms which, respectively, map 0P2n, 2nP2n!1,2, 1P0.
Therefore the composite, which by de"nition "xes (2, 3,2, 2n), also "xes 1. Since the isotropy
group on any 2n-element subset of  is trivial, the composite must be the identity, as claimed.
It follows that the sum of all the morphisms forming the composite, with the given signs, is
a cycle which is homologous to 0.
Now when we carry out the above composite for each of the loops 

, we include all the
morphisms in the sum X, the only di!erence being that we have changed the sign of those
appearing with a!1 to#1. This means precisely that
[XH#X#X]"0,
which is what we needed to prove.
We return to the computation of X. Our computations show
[X]"2[XH]#2[X].
We now "nd X

in terms of XH .
Lemma 7.4.2.
[X

]"!(n!1/2n!1) ) [XH]
Proof. From our discussion we conclude that X

winds around the band n!1 times in an
upward direction. On the other hand, a loop winding once around the band is homologous to any
of the loops 

. The sum of all the loops 

is homologous to !(2n!1) )XH , as we have
observed. This proves the lemma.
We know that
2 ) [XH]"!(2n!1)(2n)(2n#1)
so that
2 ) [X

]"(n!1)(2n)(2n#1).
Consequently [X]"!(n)(2n)(2n#1), and
[(G)]"!(2n)(2n#1).
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